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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents a case history of road embankments constructed over soft clay on a section of the 
Pacific Highway Upgrade between Coopernook and Herons Creek on the NSW mid-north coast. The 
upgrade works involved constructing 15 new bridges, including major river crossings over the Stewarts 
and Camden Haven Rivers, and road embankments on soft ground. Ground improvement methods used 
in the project included displacement columns, geogrid-reinforced piled embankments, 
removal/replacement works and vertical drains. This paper outlines the project, discusses geotechnical 
risks associated with soft ground, presents details of the ground treatment works, and discusses analysis, 
design, and construction monitoring. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Coopernook to Herons Creek upgrade of the Pacific Highway on the NSW mid-north coast involved 
building numerous embankments on soft ground and cuts in highly variable rock conditions. The ground 
conditions over 1.5 km of the 32.7 km route comprise compressible alluvial and estuarine soils that 
imposed significant geotechnical constraints on road embankment construction. 
 
Without ground improvement, the road embankments constructed over soft ground would have been 
prone to embankment instability, excessive ground settlement and prolonged construction time. The 
settlement of embankments would affect the long-term performance of cross-drainage, lead to 
deterioration of carriageway shape and affect nearby bridge structures. 
 
This paper outlines the project, the design methodology and performance of ground improvement, and 
describes the process to limit the impacts of lateral loading from the new embankments on existing bridge 
piles. Instrumentation and monitoring results are discussed to demonstrate the performance of the 
adopted ground improvement techniques.  
 
2 BACKGROUND  
 
Since 1995, Roads and Maritime Services (hereafter referred to as “RMS”- formerly the Roads and Traffic 
Authority of New South Wales (RTA)) has spent over $3.9 billion to upgrade the Pacific Highway between 
Sydney and Brisbane to dual carriageway as part of the National Land Transport Network. The section of 
road between Coopernook and Herons Creek is the longest section of road upgrade completed by RMS 
on the Pacific Highway. With this section of road now built, over 50% of the Pacific Highway upgrade 
program is complete, leaving 324 km of highway yet to be upgraded. This section of Pacific Highway is 
jointly funded by the NSW State and Federal Governments. 
 
The RTA delivered the Coopernook to Herons Creek section of the Pacific Highway Upgrade using an 
alliance project team with Parsons Brinckerhoff and Thiess Contractors, which was formed in November 
2007. The alliance was given the task of designing and constructing the 32.7 km dual carriageway 
upgrade of the Pacific Highway between Coopernook and Herons Creek. The upgrade work comprised 
extensive earthworks, ground improvement works, drainage, service relocation, property adjustments, 
pavements, retaining walls, culverts, and 15 separate bridge structures, including two major river 
crossings over the Stewarts and Camden Haven Rivers with associated bridge approach treatment works.  
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Figures 1 and 2 respectively show the Camden Haven River bridge and the Stewarts River bridge under 
construction. 
 
To mitigate geotechnical risks, the design required embankments on soft ground to meet pavement 
performance criteria and maintain the design life of existing bridges. Risks included the potential impact of 
the new works on the existing bridge abutment piles, which resulted in tight tolerances for the allowable 
additional lateral movement imposed by the new works. 
 
3 GEOTECHNICAL CONDITIONS  
 
The soft ground areas lie in Holocene and Pleistocene alluvium and estuarine sediment-filled valleys, 
underlain by sedimentary rocks of the Camden Haven Group. These overlie a sequence of the Southern 
Hastings Block Carboniferous meta-sedimentary rocks intruded by microsyenite/rhyolite dykes, which are 
all part of the New England fold belt. The southern and central sections of the alignment were intruded by 
granitoids during the late Triassic to early Jurassic period followed by some basaltic dykes during the 
Tertiary era.  
 
The new embankments affected by the soft soils associated with the Camden Haven River floodplain 
corresponded to a 240 m section on the south side of the bridge, and a 660 m section on the north side of 
the bridge (Figure 3). The maximum embankment height is 13.7 m on the southern end of this section. 

 Figure 3. Camden Haven River geological long section (Hewitt et al, 2009) 

Figure 1. Aerial view of Camden Haven 

River bridge during construction 

Figure 2. Construction of new Stewarts River 

bridge 
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4 GEOTECHNICAL DESIGN 
 
4.1 Geotechnical investigations 
 
Project design was based on preliminary geotechnical investigations by RMS (formerly RTA) and detailed 
investigations by the alliance including 370 test pits, 366 boreholes and 50 cone penetration tests. Typical 
investigations in soft ground areas included boreholes, cone penetration and piezocone tests, and 
continuous sampling. Shear vane and dilatometer testing was used to provide site-specific correlations of 
undrained shear strength and stiffness.  
 
4.2 Ground treatment 
 
Ground treatment methods assessed during design development for both embankments and the bridge 
approach areas included displacement columns, lightweight fill, geogrid-reinforced piled embankments, 
removal/replacement, vertical drains, stone columns, deep soil mixing, driven piles, continuous flight 
auger columns and preloading. For each treatment option we assessed equipment and installation 
methods, construction duration, testing requirements, cost, durability, sustainability, and site constraints 
such as effects of installation on existing earthworks and structures.  
 
For the major bridge approaches, we adopted displacement columns for both cost and technical reasons. 
Un-reinforced displacement columns, as ground reinforcement, were relatively cheap and quick to install, 
and assessed to cause negligible impacts on adjacent structures with appropriate installation sequencing. 
Embankment loads are transferred and distributed to the columns through a geosynthetic reinforced load 
transfer mat constructed over a granular working platform created for the column installation (see Figure 
6). Loads in the geosynthetic were assessed based on ground deformation analysis rather than via active 
pressure methods as recommended in BS8006 [2] which were shown to be overly conservative if used for 
design. Part of the design scheme included rows of “stepped” columns to act as a transition zone between 
the column supported new embankment and the existing (unreinforced) embankment (see Figure 7).  
 
The concept design for the two major river crossings had end spans longer than those on the existing 
bridges to minimise interaction effects on the existing bridges. The adopted ground treatment scheme 
saved one-third of the major bridge lengths by replacing these end bridge spans with embankments 
supported on treated ground. 

 
Displacement columns were installed by displacement auger techniques within the abutment zone to limit 
the post-construction settlement and lateral ground movement effects at the location of the nearby existing 
abutment piles. Other sections of highway embankments located over soft soils used combinations of 
staged embankment construction, preloading, surcharge and vertical (wick) drains outside the bridge 
approach treatment areas over 1.5 km of the route. Figure 4 shows example output from numerical 
modelling at Camden Haven River southern bridge approach. Further details of numerical modelling are 
given in [3]. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Finite element modelling for Camden Haven River bridge southern approach showing 
transition between wick drain zone in floodplain sediments and rigidly supported bridge structure 
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5 CONSTRUCTION, MONITORING AND PERFORMANCE 

 
5.1 Column installation 
 
We addressed the risk of damaging freshly grouted surrounding columns when a nearby new column was 
installed by modifying the conventional construction method and monitoring ground displacement. The 
columns were installed in two different interleave passes, each with 1.5 m x 3 m, and 1 m x 2 m triangular 
grids. The unreinforced columns were generally 450mm in diameter with a replacement ratio of 8%. The 
columns were specified to be installed in a sequence to minimise potential detrimental heave and lateral 
displacement effects. To minimise heave, the design required construction to start with installing the 
columns at the existing embankment and then working away from the existing embankment and piles, to 
minimise the installation effects. This sequence let the soil displace laterally away from the existing 
embankment to reduce displacement of the existing piles.  
 
With the adopted construction sequence and careful monitoring, the potential ground heave was limited to 
less than 50 mm during column installation. Monitoring indicated the existing bridge was not affected by 
ground movements during column installation.  
 
We installed 705 columns within two months, at an average production rate of 290 m/day per rig. Figures 
5 and 6 respectively show the column installation process and the rig. The column schedule is given in 
Table 1. Embankment displacement predicted from PLAXIS 2D analysis adjacent to the existing bridge 
approach and the installed column layout at Camden Haven River is shown in Figures 7 and 8. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Bridge approach column schedule 

Bridge approach 

 

Maximum fill 
height at 
bridge 

approach 

(m) 

Settlement of 
embankment 

beyond column 
zone 
(m) 

As-built column details 

Length 
(m) 

No. 
Cumulative length 

(m) 

Stewarts River south 7.8 0.4 11–18 239 3340 
Camden Haven River 

south 
8.7 0.6 13–16 237 4335 

Camden Haven River 
north 

5.7 0.7 15–24 229 3200 

Figure 6. Column installation Figure 5. Displacement column system 
construction process [1] 
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5.2  Performance 
 
The performance of the bridge approaches was assessed based on extensive field instrumentation and 
monitoring. The construction method, construction rate and the ground treatment measures were adjusted 
accordingly to address design requirements. 
 
Examples of the measured displacement of the Camden Haven River bridge approach embankments are 
shown in Figures 9 to 11. Figures 9 and 11 show the performance of the embankment at station 44656, 
which was underlain by wick drains. Figure 10 shows the measured lateral displacement of embankment 
at station 44685 supported by displacement columns. Monitored movements were in good agreement with 
design predictions. Monitoring indicated the 6 m high embankment founded on displacement columns 
recorded settlement of 10 mm and lateral deflection of 25 mm. The nearby embankments founded on wick 
drains incurred between 400 mm to 700 mm settlement and lateral displacement between 150 mm and 
300 mm.  
 
In the wick drain zone, settlements at the crest of the existing embankments were about 10% to 15% of 
the corresponding settlement beneath the new embankments. The monitoring results also confirmed the 
adopted ground treatment scheme was effective in reducing the effects of soil movement on the existing 
bridge structure which had a maximum tolerable movement of 10mm.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

                 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Lateral displacement at 
Camden Haven River - station 44656m 
(wick drain zone) 

Figure 10. Lateral displacement at 
Camden Haven River - station 44685m 
(column zone) 

Figure 8. Installed column layout at Camden Haven  
River southern approach 

Figure 7. Predicted total embankment 
displacement showing effect of construction on 
existing bridge abutment piles – station 44680 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
 
The case history project presented here demonstrates the effectiveness of ground treatment measures for 
timely project delivery, meeting serviceability requirements and addressing geotechnical risks associated 
with embankments built on soft ground. The ground treatment methods adopted were varied to match 
factors such as ground type, embankment heights, thickness of soft or loose deposits, and proximity of 
adjacent earthworks and structures.  
 
Use of displacement columns enabled rapid construction of bridge abutments due to their high production 
rate and ability to limit lateral ground and abutment pile movements, and reduced major bridge lengths by 
one-third by replacing bridge spans with embankments supported on treated ground.  
 
Nearly two-years after opening of the highway to traffic in July 2010, post-construction settlement and 
lateral deformations appear to have ceased at both the Camden Haven and Stewarts River bridge 
approaches, and embankment areas on soft ground demonstrating that the adopted ground treatment 
methods were effective in maintaining stability and reducing displacement.  
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Figure 11. Fill height and measured surface settlement at Camden Haven River 
bridge southern approach - station 44656m  
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